Forest Heights STEM Academy Assignment Flow Chart

Students currently attending Forest Heights STEM Academy will roll-up to the next grade level (K-7th), with no action required by the parent.

If you were not assigned a seat at Forest Heights STEM Academy prior to January, you MUST REAPPLY and QUALIFY.

After applying and qualifying, weighted assignments will be made based on the following categories:

- **Group #1**: Qualifying Siblings of currently assigned students
- **Group #2**: Shadow Zone not to exceed a two mile radius or 10% of the school’s capacity via “scramble” (sibling preference)
- **Group #3**: Qualified Staff Preference and ACT 624 (sibling preference)
- **Group #4**: Any remaining seats will be assigned after Scramble 1 and 2 are complete Kindergarten – 8th Grades

*A computerized scramble will be utilized in the new assignment process for each category. Therefore, no numbered waiting list will exist. When additional seats become available, students will be assigned to the appropriate categories and another scramble will be initiated to fill available seats.*